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ABSTRACT
The Naval Research Laboratory(NRL) has completed the United States’ fint flight Hall thruster propulsion system. The
mission objective of the Electric Propulsion Demonsaation Module (EPDM)programis to assemble and fight demonstrate
an electric propulsion system, based on maturing technology, that evaluate8 system capability and operational utility. The
600 W xenon Hall thrustersystem will be used on a low earth orbiting spacecraft to provide orbit raising as well as stationkeeping for a life of 3 years.The EPDM system consistsof 4 subassemblies; the xenon fiow system (XP!J). the power processor (PPU), the auxiliary interface unit (AIU), and the engine assembly. The modular natureof the design allows for ease
and flexibility of integration onto the spacecraft. The technology being etiuated is a electrostatic propulsion device. specifically a Thrusterwith Anode Layer CTAL).The EPDM programis being run by the Naval Center for Space Technology
(NCST) at NRL. The Ballistic Missile Defense Office (BMDO) in conjunction with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Lewis Research Center has sponsored the development of the TAL thruster,power processor, and
flow system technology being used by EPDM. NASA Lewis is also assisting in the qualification and testing of the EPDM
hardware. The TAL thruster is a Russian Hall thruster technology developed by the Central Scientific Research Institite of
Machine Building (TsNIIMash) in Korolev, Russia. The power processor is developed by Primex Aerospace Co. The
EPDM program is a cooperative D&/NASA effort with expertise. fiscal sponsorship, and national space test beds from
across the govemrnent used to successfully implement the program.The EPDM system will fly in 1998. providing the first
use of Hall thrusterelectric propulsion technology in the United States.

INTRODUCTION
During the 1990 s the Department of Defense (DoD),
specifically the Ballistic Missile Defense Office (BMDO) and it’s predecessor the Strategic Defense Initiative
Office (SDIO) identified and evaluated advanced propulsion technologies in the former Soviet Union. The
BMDO’s Russian Hall Thruster Technology (RHE’IT)
program centered around developing western power processors to operate the hall thrusters as well as extensive
thruster testing to understand spacecraft interaction issues, lifetime capability, power handling, and stability.’
These investments were also the “seedcorn” for the
EPDM program. With several power processing units
(PPU) in development and qualification in the US, the
time was ripe to bring a complete system together for a
flight demonstration and validation of the technologies.
In September of 1995 NRL, was tasked to develop a flight
hall thruster system and deliver it for integration on the

host spacecraft by March of 1997. The EPDM system is
now integrated onto the host vehicle and preparing to
launch in early 1998.
MISSION DEXXIPTION
The EPDM mission consists of two parts, an orbit
transfer phase, and a stationkeeping phase. The host
spacecraft will be launched into a low earth orbit (LEO)
and remove initial orbit errors via an on-board conventional chemical propulsion system. After initial orbital
errors are removed, the EPDM system will perfom several days of orbit raising. Once at the final orbit, EPDM
will provide 3 years of on-orbit precision stationkeeping.
Orbit RaisingPhase

Just prior to the orbit raising, the EPDM system will
be calibrated to determine on-orbit impulse bit response
versus that predicted by ground testing and orbit perturbation modeling. Several calibration burns will be per-
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a varying basis depending on environmental drag effects.
The frequency of adjustments will be between one day to
one week, as shown in Figure 2. The duration of thruster
on times will vary from 10 s to 15 min accordingly. The
total AV allocated to the stationkeeping operations is 1.4
m/s with a potential for 1200 on-off cycles.

i-7 Days Cycle

Figure 1. Orbit Transfer Phase

formed with appropriate tracking in place to verify fning
times required for orbit raising. The spacecraft will then
be raised approximately 18.5 km by EPDM, over a several week period. This will be accomplished by using a
series of approximately 80 coplanar homman transfer orbits. The EPDM system will operate at 600 W of discharge for firing times between 5 and 15 min. Thrust
time will depend on spacecraft energy available which
will vary depending time of launch, and spacecraft attitude. A minimum of 300 W-hr per orbit will he available
for each set of maneuvers. The baseline is to perform 2
equal duration bums of 8.8 min each. Each burn arc is approximately 3 lo with the centers of each burn separated
by 180” of true anomaly as shown in Figure 1. The total
AV required for this phase of the mission is 10.7 m/s.
Stationkeeping Phase
The stationkeeping phase of the mission will be exer-

cised over the three year life of the spacecraft. To maintain a precise orbit, stationkeeping bums will be made on

Figure 2. Stationkeeping

Phase

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Overview
The EPDM system consists of 4 major sub-assem-

blies: the Power Processing Unit (PPU), the Auxiliary
Interface Unit (AIU), the Engine Assembly, and the Xenon Flow System (XFS). The overall block diagram is
sho& in Figure 3. The AIU provides for command and
telemetry interfacing with the spacecraft while the PPU
provides all primary power processing for the TAL-D55.
The XFS provides regulated xenon flow to the engine at
a constant mass flow rate. Tbe EPDM system operates at
a fixed 6ooW discharge providing a thrust level of 38mN
at 1550 seconds Isp, excluding cathode flow. The total
system mass is 28.3 kg including 2.7 kg of Xenon fuel
and a 3.3 kg electrical harness. A detailed description of
the major subassemblies follow.
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Figure 3. EPDM Functional Block Diagram
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rent to the cathode at three discrete commandable levels
of 3.85.7.20, and 8.5 A at less than 12 V. The Keeperfig
nitor supply provides a 600 V pulse lo start breakdown at
the cathode and then maintains at between 5 to 30 V. The
functional block diagram of the PPU is shown in Figure
4. The PPU has an electrical conversion efficiency of approximately 90% with an input voltage of 30 V. The 65
W of waste heat is dissipated through the baseplate of the
unit and then rejected to space by the spacecraft. The
weight of the PPU is 10.3 kg.

Power Processing Unit
The PPU for EPDM was developed from the original
design for the RHETT II program. The RHE’IT II PPU
was a collaborative effort between BMDO and PEUMEX
Aerospace. The PPU consists of 5 separate but interrelated power supplies. The Anode supply provides a regulated 300 V to the TAL-D55 and is capable of up to 2.83 A.
The topology of the converter is a buck derived push pull
nmning at 55 kI-L2 Identical but separate inner and outer
magnet supplies provide a constant current of 2.5 A at
less than 8 V. The cathode supply provides constant cur-
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Figure 4. PPU Fuactioaal Block Diagram
Aaxiliary Iaterfaee Unit

The AIU provides for a customized interface to the
spacecraft. The AIu’s functions consist of conditioning
discrete commands, conditioning telemetry (analog and
discrete), thermal conditioning of the XFS and Engine
Assembly, and valve drivers for the XFS. The AIU
changes pulsed discrete commands into steady state
commands required by the PPU. Additionally the AIU
conditions raw analog telemetry into f10 V analog required by the spacecraft command and data handling system. An electronic thermostat provides an accurate ti.5
“C control of the orifice heaters in the xenon flow system. The AIU also has valve driver circuitry that initially
pulses the solenoid valves with 28 V to open and then
folds back to 10 V to continue to hold the solenoids open

and conserve power. The weight of the AIU is 1.9 kg and
it consumes an average of 6 W.
Xenon Flow System
The EPDM XFS is a high pressure storage system
with regulated pressure and mass flow developed by
NRL. All components for the XFS are manufactured in
the United States. The schematic for the XF%is shown in
Figure 5. The xenon is stored in a 20 cm diameter spberical tank at 900 psia. Flow control is provided by the two
solenoid valves upstream of the pressun regulator. The
system is redundant to a failed open solenoid. A high
pressuretransduceris located upstreamof the valves and
along with tank temperature,provides an accurate determination of the amount of xenon remaining at any time.
The high pressurefill valve for the system is located just
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upstream of the valves. A 2 micron filter protects the inlet into regulator. The regulator is a bellows type with an
outlet pressure of 37 fl.5 psia. The low pressure transducer is located downstream of the regulator, and has its
own temperature sensor to provide accurate correlated
pressure measurements. The low pressure fill and drain
port is also located downstream of the pressure regulator.

path back to the spacecraft. Additionally the engine isolator serves an electrical isolator. The TAL body is typically not at spacecraft ground, unlike the SPT and T-series thrusters. The engine and the isolator mount on a
small aluminum honeycomb panel along with the orifice
block and the cathode assembly as shown in Figure 7.
The low pressure xenon is fed into an orificing block that
splits the flow between the TAL thruster and the cathode.
Precision orifices and tight temperature control on the orifice block itself maintains the accurate single point mass
flow setting. The temperature is biased above the peak
expected environment to 80 “C and regulated by the electronic thermostat in the ALU. The thruster receives 2.5
mgls of flow while the cathode receives 0.5 ms/s.

Figure 5. XFS Schematic

Figure 6 shows the XFS completed and ready for integration. Thermostatically controlled heaters are located at multiple points on the KFS to provide thermal conditioning of the system prior to use as well as to eliminate
the possibility of any twephase flow within the system.
All of the XFS plumbing is stainless steel and mounted
on a structural aluminum honeycomb panel that is thermally isolated from the spacecraft. Reference 3 describes
the development of the KFS for the EPDM program. The
weight of the KFS assembly is 5.7 kg. (dry).
Figure 7. Engine Assembly
The cathode used for EPDM was developed by
NASA LeRC and is of the same design used for the International Space Structure (ISS) Plasma Contractor.
The cathode incorporates low work function impregnated porous tungsten emitter. The ISS Plasma Contactor
effort has provided a cathode capable of 26,000 h of life
and can be utilize-d between 0.2- 12 A.’ The cathode sits
atop a mount that provides structural stiffness as well as
proper geomerry between cathode and anode. The engine
assembly is covered with thermal blankets to minimize
sputtering deposition and potential arcing effects. The
entire. engine assembly weighs 4.4 kg.
Figure 6. XFS Ready for Integration
Engine Assembly

The engine assembly consists of the TAL-D55
thruster developed by TsNIlMash in Korolev, Russia.
The TAL has an nominal discharge of 1.35 kW at 300 V
but was derated to 600 W of discharge due to spacecraft
power availability. The thruster is mounted on top of a titanium thermal isolator, to minimize the conductive heat

The FPDM system operation consists of executing a
set of stored spacecraft commands to initialize the system, thermally condition the system, and finally fire the
thruster. The spacecraft commands for the EPDM system
are shown in Table 1. Additionally the spacecraft will
store and download all the EPDM telemetry shown in
Table 2. Prior to the tirst operation the cathode must go
through a one-time “bake-out” procedure consisting of a
series of increasing heater levels over a several hour pe-
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riod. A nominal thruster firing sequence is summarized
in Table 3. The sequence begins with “safeing” the
EPDM system by opening the relay that connects primary power directly from the batteries to the EPDM system.
Then the Auxiliary power relay within the spacecraft is
closed, enabling auxiliary power. Close commands are
sent to both the solenoid valves, although they are both
nominally closed. A PPU disable command is sent to
completely ensure that inadvertent TAL discharge does
happen. Propellant conditioning now takes place via auxiliary power to run heaters. The orifice block temperature
is raised to the frxed set point of 80°C. This process is
tuned for 20 min and contains margin over worst-case
thermal conditions. During the last 7 mm the cathode is
pre-heated to self emission temperature. This begins by
closing the spacecraft relay to directly connect the batteries to EPDM to supply primary power. Commands are
then sent to select the heater current level, nominally 7 A.
Then the PPU is enabled and a TAL off command is issued to again ensure no engine discharge. The cathode
heater is then commanded on. After the 7 mm pre-heat
has expired both solenoid valves are opened, SV2 first
followed by SV 1. A short wait of 15 s takes place next to
ensure that the downstream system has achieved a fully
regulated 37 psia xenon flow. The cathode is commanded off, and then immediately the TAL is commanded on.
The TAL on command actually performs several timetions automatically sequenced by the PPU. Both inner
and outer magnet supplies as well as the keeper circuit
am first turned on. The keeper circuit only remains on for
2 s. After the 1 s has expired, the TAL discharge supply
is energized. At the completion of the desired burn time
the engine is shut down by stopping the discharge supply
with a TAL off command. The EPDM system is then
safed by closing both solenoid valves and disabling the
PPU.
Table 1. Spseeerrrft Commands
comm8nd

Actlon

EnableorDisablethePPU’sprlmaty
PPU EnabletGsabIe Dowecrwutat_

Cathode OWFF
TAL ON/OFF
1 CATHODE MuAl

Turn Cathode Heater On and Off
Tk$m6n”“““g”h”““Cinxlb0n
1Sekts Cathode Heater CurrentLevel 1

CATHODE BOB1

Selects Cathode Heater Current Level

SVl OPEN/CLOSE

Opens and Ckwes tl SolenoidValve

SV2 OPEN/CLOSE

Owens and Closes #2 Wenoid Vatve

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
The EPDM program was a “design to cost” program
that provided an acceptable risk level to the sponsor
while demonstrating Hall thruster electric propulsion op-
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Table 2 EPDM Telemetry
~Tekmetry Name

Wn
Dischargevottags

Vd

DischargeCurrent

Id
Vmi

1Inner hkgnet Vottage

I

Imi

IlnnerMagnetCwrent

I

Tl

LOWRw#un TrwmducorTemwratwe~

T2

ChttkeBklCkT~

T3

TM-D55 Tm

tl

T4

TAL-D55 Tm

W

T5

fWJ Tempmbrro
I

T6

1Xenon Tti

Twnpmone

Pl

1High Pressure (tank pressure)

P2

I Low Preswfe (fw&bd

I

pressure)

I

I

Dieerete: OW&mW / 0n:Dlschfuge
Ovefwrrent Status Er_eds ,.PW status

cbcrete: UWPU
En_

weabkd I OlxPPU

ationally. The program took prot&ight approach to
development and was completed in approximately 18
months. EPDM was initially to leverage spare hardware
from the BMDO/NASA RHBTT2 program. After the
IWElT flight was dismissed, the two program efforts
were merged into one. A single string approach was
baselined that included redumhmcy where necessary and
cost allowable. A minimal acceptable documentation approach for the program was adopted. A program execution plan (PEP) was first written that outlined the major
program goals, as well as development strategy, and resource allocation. A single, yet cot&in@ requirements
specification and interface control document (ICD) between EPDM and the spacecraft served as the guiding
document for the program. The sparing policy for EPDM
was to build entire spare sub-assemblies where practical
and to maintain stock parts for ready Production of otber
assemblies. Cost allowed the pro&t&on of only a single
PPU. However the PPU electronics were upgraded from
brassboard to engineering model to flight components
over the course of the program. Kit assemblies were
maintained for the PPU. An engineering model as well as
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Table 3. Thruster Firing Sequence
comment

Commclnd
Aux Power Enabled
Close SVl ,SV2
Disable PPU
Wait 13 minutes
Primary Power
Enabled
kMeAyea$arLeve’

[ Pr&ction from inadvertent flow
1ProMction from inadvertent discharge
1XFS Thermal Conditioning
_
Select Cathode Heater Cunent Level

TAL Off, Cathode Off Ensure Safe State
PPU Enable
Cathode Heater On
Wait7min
Open SVl ,SV2
wait15!3acods

Cathode Heater Off
TAL On
Wait Nsec
TAL Off
sv2, SVl aose
I

PPU Disable

Begin Cathoda Pre-Heat

1Cathode Pre-Heat
1Open both solenoid valves
AUow full regulated pressure to be
reachedatTAL
Disable Calbode Heater

1Begin TM Discharge
1Bum Duration
Stop Discharge
Close both solenoid valves
Safe EPDM System
I

a flight unit of the XFS were produced, and flight spares
of all components were maintained. Likewise an engineering model and fight unit of the AIU were produced.
The AIU engineering model unit was eventually upgraded to a full flight spare. Three flight TAL-D55 thrusters
were produced in addition to an engineering model
thruster.
The EPDM test and verification approach was to
achieve the highest level of systems testing possible prior
to delivery for integration on the spacecraft. This entailed development testing, component level acceptance
testing, sub-assembly level testing, and final flight systems testing.
Development Testing
Components without prior flight qualification began
with engineering models to prove the design via risk reduction testing. Component improvements were made
were required. Those compoaents with prior flight qualifications were acceptance tested at the vendor prior to
delivery and then performance tested at NRL. The assemblies were subjected to random vibration, quasi-static load testing, shock, thermal cycling, and EMI testing
where appropriate. A series of three integrated tests were
performed over a period of 9 months to verify design adequacy prior to the flight system built.

The first integrated testing defined the operational set
point for EPDM. A maximum spacecraft power of approximately 900W was available, and 75OW was nominally allocated to the thrusters. The D-55 was operated
on power supplies and stability mapping was performed
to understand the effects of a magnet current on thruster
oscillation and emission at dcrated power. The D-55 operated stably between 600 and 900W of discharge at
300V while the magnet current was reduced to 2.5 A
from a nominal 4 A setting.
Thrust measurements were obtained at a derated
power of 750 W to determine magnitude and re-peatability of short duratioo imp&e bits. ‘Ibe titer
was operated for 30 s at a time and the resulting thrust levels varied Tom 43.1 mN to 45.6 mN. ‘Ihe small diffe~nces in
pe.rformance were attributed to changes in thruster temperature. For any @en firing however, the thrust ap
peared to be CoastaItL
Thermal data was obtained to characterize and qualify the thermal isolation mount that was designed to minimizethermalconductiontotbesprcectaft.Tbethruster
was mounted on a baseplate at a constant temperature
while~terfiring~~nnged6mm3sto2h.
The thruster’s wty
to withstand temperatures that
would occur from external mounting on the spacecraft
were investigated. ‘Ibt thrus&z auembiy was placed in a
LN2 cooled shroud and cold soaked af -90°C and then
test tied. Early testing revealed xenon freezing in the
laboratory feed system. Once Ibat proMem was alleviated, the remaining cold starts wcn successful.
The objective of the second iategmted test series was
toverifyfortbefirst~,tbewatingderignofthePPU
and the AlU with the en&e ably.
Bms&oard versions of the units were used for this testing. The AIU and
the PPU were mounted external to the vacuum chamber
while the thruster, cathode, and labontory feed system
remained inside. T&e engine was stazted and stop numerous times while investig8ting their functionality. An
anomaly was identified that m&cd in an occasional low
discharge voltage am& of opmrion at 7N. lhis was
later cormcted by proper i&&a&a
of the coatrol loop
in the PPU. A self compatibility Problem caused anomalous engine shutdowns. This was corrected by proper
EMIfilteringintheBightPPUlmit.
ThethirdintegratioetcstseliesvaifiedthePPudeSignasweUastbe~sapointofthesystemin
preparation for the flight system build. The modified
brassboard PPU and AIU were used as well as an engineeriag model engine panel assembly with thruster, orit-icing block, and cathode. As with earlier testing, 3 cold
soak firings were performed between -90°C to -6ooC.
Additionally, 5 ambient t%ngs were conducted with a
burn duration of 10 m each. The engine panel was insm.
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mented with 11 thermocouples for thermal model veritication. The PPU and AIU were instrumented to measure
6 voltages and 5 currents independently. Xenon pressure
and flow rate were also measured. The tests were successful and showed that the selected set point provided
reasonable margin against current overshoots as well as
wide temperature variations.
Flight Systems Testing
Flight systems testing began at the sub-assembly level with each of the four major pieces subjected to a battery of environmental testing, including quasi-static
loads, random vibration, and shock test. The specilications for these tests are shown in Figure 9. In addition the
PPU and the AIU were subjected to thermal cycle testing
while the engine assembly and XFS undenvent thermal
design verification testing to verify the fluxes and interface temperatures defined in the ICD. After successful
completion of these tests, EPDM entered flight systems
testing. The 4 Right sub-assemblies were electrically integrated at NRL. Complete electrical testing was performed verifying functionality and interfaces. The engine however was not fried, instead a electrical simulator
of the engine and cathode was used.
EPDM was then shipped to the NASA LeRC facilities where the remaining flight systems testing was performed. The purpose of this testing was to verify the
functionality and workmanship of the flight system
build, to complete the remaining system level EM1 compliance testing, and to characterize the flight system performance.5 All testing was done in vacuum conditions
while firing the engine.
EPDM was Setup 8s shown in Figure 8, and initial
testing began with radiated emissions testing RF01 and
RF02 of MLSTD-461C in accordance with MIL-STD462. Conducted emissions were obtained from 30 Hz to
50 MHz while radiated measurements were taken from
14 kHz to 18 GHz. While the measurements for REOl
were complianf there were exceedances on RE02 below
300 MHz. These exceedances however were fully
waived by the host spacecmfi.
The vacuum facility was reconfigured and susceptibility tests CEOl, CE03, and radiated susceptibility were
performed. There, was no evidence of susceptibility such
as inadvertent engine starts and stops or erroneous telemetry. A minor 11% ripple effect could be seen on the discharge current at 30 Hz. A limited spectrum of radiated
susceptibility was performed between 2 and 2.4 GHz
with no effect on the system.
Concurrent with the EM1 testing, magnetic di-pole
measurements were taken to determine field strength for
system operations. The combined effect of the thruster
electromagnets and the current loop from the cathode to

Figure 8. Flight System EM1 Testing
the anode impart a measurable dipole moment. The net
result of the system when tiring was approximately 1 Am* with a significant fraction of the dipole moment resulting from the discharge current.
The facilities were reconfigured to provide thrust
measurements and a series firings were performed with
on times ranging from 3 s to 1 h. The input voltage of the
primary power was varied as well as the system temperature. The system showed excellent repeatability with an
a resulting thrust of 38mN.
Testing was concluded with a final thermal cycle on
the entire system. Two flings performed at -60°C starting temperature for a duration of 10 mitt each and several
starts and stops were conducted at +2O”C. The PPU and
AIU temperatures were cycled between their extremes of
-3OOCand +55OC. System operation was successful for
all thermal testing.
Jntegration
EPDM was incrementally integrated onto the spacecraft in phases of availability. After entire system was
delivered. a stand alone check-out was performed prior
installation. The hamess was first installed followed later
by the AIU,PPU. and XFS as the panels necessary for
them to mount on were available. The engine assembly
is last to mount just prior to spacecraft system level testing. EPDM system functionals are performed as a part of
the spacecraft systems functional. These tests are performed with the engine load simulator. End-to-end operation of the spacecraft and EPDM together will be performed with a fling during spacecraft thermal vacuum
testing late this year.
SUMMARY
EPDM will fly in early 1998. The data gathered on
the systems’s operational performance will guide future
users of Hall thruster systems as well as advance the hall
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Flgnre 9.EPDM Component Test SpecifIcatIons
thruster technology base. The EPDM program is the culmination of a large effort on the behalf of many organizations and individuals. The program had many challenges, as most developments do, and these challenges
were met with hard work, dedication, and a philosophy
that centered on continuous testing. The technology that
EPDM will demonstrate on orbit should convince potential users that these systems are ready for application.
The benefits of this particular technology are not just
limited to GE0 systems for NSSK but have direct applicability to LEO spacecraft. By replacing all on-orbit
functions currently performed by chemical systems, such
as insertion, orbit maintenance, and de-orbit, the spacecraft mass can be reduced to the extent that the number
of launch vehicles can be required for constellation deployment can be significantly reduced.6
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